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TOWARD THE DEVELOPMENT OF A METHODOLOGY FOR DESIGNING HELICOPTER FLIGHT CONTROL LAWS BY INTEGRATING HANDLING QUALITIES REQUIREMENTS

Abstract

Piloting a helicopter is a demanding task for human operators: autopilots have been introduced by manufacturers to assist pilots in their piloting task. Designing the gains of the associated control laws – taking into account Handling Qualities requirements from standards such as the ADS-33 – is a difficult industrial problem. NASA has already led many studies on this area. These works have led to the development of CONDUIT© (Control Designer's Unified Interface), a computer aided design tool for rotary and fixed wing aircrafts control laws using interactive optimization techniques. The tool has demonstrated its benefits in terms of time of development reduction. ONERA has been working for several years to the establishment of another process. One of the first ideas was to lead local sensitivity studies, and use the results as design guidance. Then these results have been confronted with some analytical developments led on simplified models. This paper shows how these analytical studies can be used to initialize the gain tuning process efficiently, taking into account the structure of the system and the requirements from handling qualities standards (ADS-33). A tool has been developed: it generates charts of Flying Qualities. Thanks to the charts generated for each case of study, the gains of the control laws can be efficiently initialized for the simplified models, with Flying Qualities objectives. The expected results are compared with those obtained with the full linear model. Sensitivities can then be used to help in designing more precisely the gains. Finally, full nonlinear simulations are led in order to compare the results with the expected Flying Qualities. As a conclusion, all these studies seem to lead to a full and efficient process of gain tuning taking into account the constraints from the control law structures and the requirements from the handling qualities standard. Furthermore, the procedure can be applied from the very first stage of tuning: the initialization of the gains.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Piloting assistances

Helicopters are naturally unstable systems. Pilots must make considerable efforts to stabilize the aircraft. Piloting assistance systems are now available on board (Autopilots (AP), Automatic Flight Control Systems (AFCS), Fly By Wire / Fly By Light control systems (FBW/FBL)). They are designed to improve the system pilotability and safety. In this goal, the development of the associated flight control laws must be addressed carefully. More precisely, tuning the gains of the control laws is crucial and remains expensive in terms of time of development.

1.2 Handling Qualities (HQ) and Flying Qualities (FQ)

The pilotability can be evaluated using criteria of Handling Qualities (HQ) [1]: ‘those qualities or characteristics of an aircraft that govern the ease and precision with which a pilot is able to perform the tasks required in support of an aircraft role’. Thanks to years of studies of numerical simulations and analyzes of flight tests around the world, the HQ can now be evaluated using qualitative and associated quantitative criteria. Today, these criteria are defined, explained and plotted in the Aeronautical Design Standard (ADS) [2]. A helicopter showing good results with respect to these criteria is said to have good Flying Qualities (FQ): this means the helicopter shows good performances – not only statically – but dynamically as well.

Designers usually tune the gains of the control laws in order to handle at best the requirements from this standard.

1.3 Techniques for tuning the gains of the control laws with FQ objectives

No classical synthesis method (such as LQ, LQG, LQG/LTR, H∞, LMI, µ synthesis, etc. [3]) seems to solve this problem. Indeed, these techniques do not manage the specificity of the control laws and the specificity of the requirements. NASA has already led many studies for years to establish methods of tuning taking into account criteria from standards which have led to the development of CONDUIT© [4]: a computer aided design tool for rotary and fixed wing aircrafts control laws using interactive optimization techniques.
It is well known that the usual tuning process used by manufacturers (Fig. 1) can be time consuming.

![Fig. 1 Usual method of tuning](image)

ONERA has been working for several years to the establishment of processes contributing to the reduction of the control laws development cycles by integrating HQ requirements from the early phase of gains design (Fig. 2) [5] [6] [10].

![Fig. 2 Direct method of tuning focused by ONERA](image)

2. MATERIALS AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

2.1 Notations

On Fig. 3 the main control inputs used by helicopter pilots are presented. The Fig. 4 shows the main dynamical variables used to represent the flight dynamics of a helicopter. Tab. 1 lists the parameters used for the establishment of the state space representation of the natural system.

![Fig. 3 Main control Inputs used by the pilot](image)

![Fig. 4 Main helicopter flight dynamic parameters](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tab. 1 List of main parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\delta_{col}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta_{lat}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta_{lon}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta_{ped}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$u$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Basis of piloting a helicopter

The collective stick is connected to the swash-plate and permits the control of the rotor lift force magnitude by modifying the average component of the blades pitch angle. The cyclic stick allows changing the 1-per-rev harmonics of the blades pitch angle, and thus controlling the roll and pitch moments of the rotor. This results in the orientation of the rotor around its roll axis when acting on the lateral cyclic input, and on the pitch axis when acting on the longitudinal cyclic input. The pedals allow the control of the anti-torque (or tail) rotor, and the motion of the helicopter around its yaw axis.

![Control](image)

Moreover, $A$, $B$, $C$, $D$ are respectively the state, command, observation and input/output matrices. Using usual linear assumptions around equilibrium, they can be calculated from full representative nonlinear flight dynamic models or identified from dedicated flight tests. In this study, authors have used HOST® (Helicopter Overall Simulation Tool [9]), a modelling and simulation tool developed by Airbus Helicopters, and jointly improved by ONERA.

$$ A \in M_{9 \times 9}, \quad B \in M_{9 \times 4}, \quad C = I_{9 \times 9}, \quad D = 0_{4 \times 9} $$
Then, we can write the state space representation of the helicopter (3).

\[ \begin{align*}
X &= AX + BU \\
Y &= X
\end{align*} \]

This 9-by-9 linear model has been used for the development of a process aiming to integrate HQ requirements from the early phase of gains design. The control law studied during this work was an Attitude Command Attitude Hold (ACAH) control strategy.

2.4 Attitude Command Attitude Hold (ACAH) control law

The Attitude Command Attitude Hold (ACAH), as shown on Fig. 5 for the roll axis as an example permits to control the attitudes of the helicopter (\(\phi\) for the roll axis), governed by the pilot cyclic stick.

![ACAH - roll axis only](image)

Then, we can write the feedback equation for this axis (4).

\[ \delta_{lat} = K_p \cdot p + K_\phi \cdot (\phi - \phi_c) + K_i \cdot \int (\phi - \phi_c) \]

The aim of this paper is to set up a method to help designers in tuning the gains of the ACAH control law, taking into account HQ requirements as described in the ADS-33 standards. Only some of these criteria have been selected for this study and are presented in the next subsection.

2.5 Selected criteria from ADS-33 (all others MTE – hover and low speed)

The standard specifies HQ criteria for a wide range of helicopters. All criteria depend on the case study, and they are detailed in a specific classification. For this paper, we will focus on a specific case study, explained hereafter.

2.5.1 The case study

The helicopters are indexed into 4 rotorcraft categories: attack, scout, utility and cargo. This paper will focus on the study of a 10-ton class helicopter: cargo-type. A table in the standard specifies which Mission Task Elements (MTE) the studied helicopter should be capable of, and the required agility needed for each one. For this paper, we will focus on the “all others MTE” requirements only. We will focus on the “hover and low speed” case.

A rating of Usable Cue Environment (UCE: 1, 2 or 3) is provided. We will study the case of UCE 2, which means that the pilot “can make limited corrections with confidence and precision is only fair” [2] on attitude and / or translational piloting. This can be evaluated using a Visual Cue rating scale (provided in the standard as well). Depending on the case study, a table specifies the required response type. Here, the ACAH is needed to be able to achieve Level 1 response type rating. The bloc diagram previously presented corresponds to this response-type requirement.

The next sections will explain the requirements for this case study. The roll axis will be focused. The three selected criteria are eigenvalues placement (Section 2.5.2), attitude quickness placement (Section 2.5.3) and bandwidth / phase delay placement (Section 2.5.4). They respectively evaluate the helicopter’s stability, agility and ability to follow high frequency inputs with accuracy. They constitute the basic quantitative criteria to evaluate the expected overall Handling Qualities (HQ) of a helicopter. The standard explains how to calculate and plot the requirements for each criterion. The aim is to place the resulting point(s) calculated for each criterion in the “LEVEL 1” area on its associated plot. “LEVEL 2” area is an indicator of “medium” quality. “LEVEL 3” area should be avoided. “The rotorcraft shall meet the Level 1 standards for all criteria. Violation of any one requirement is expected to degrade Handling Qualities” [2]. The bold black lines on Fig. 6, 8 & 10 represents a limit between two areas. The green points on each of these plots are examples of good tunings, for its associated criterion.

2.5.2 Limits on oscillations: stability criterion

This criterion is evaluated by calculating the eigenvalues of the dynamic matrix of the linearized closed loop system. The requirements for their positioning, as shown on Fig. 6, determine the quality of the helicopter stability. The Level1/Level2 limit can be sufficiently approximated by \(\zeta=0.35\) (red dotted line on Fig. 6).
2.5.3 Requirements for moderate amplitude attitude changes: quickness criterion

This criterion is evaluated using attitude capture flight tests. For the gain tuning studies, attitude change simulations are performed. The criterion is computed using 3 parameters (Fig. 7): peak roll rate \( p_{pk} \), peak roll change \( \Delta \phi_{pk} \) and minimum roll change \( \Delta \phi_{min} \). Then, 2 of these 3 parameters are used to calculate the quickness criterion \( Q \). The requirement for its positioning depending on the minimum attitude change is shown on Fig. 8. The Level 1 / Level 2 limit can be approximated by (red dotted curve on Fig. 8):

\[
Q = \frac{p_{pk}}{\Delta \phi_{pk}} = k \cdot \frac{\Delta \phi_{min} + a}{b}
\]

with \( k = 31 \text{ deg/sec} \), \( a = 17 \text{ deg} \) and \( b = 0.22/\text{sec} \).

2.5.4 Requirements for small-amplitude roll attitude changes: accuracy criterion

This criterion is evaluated using frequency sweeps capture flight tests. In this paper, Bode diagrams are generated using either equivalent linear models of the closed loop system, if available, or using directly frequency sweep simulations. For the study of the ACAH, this criterion is performed using 3 parameters, as detailed on Fig. 9: the bandwidth \( \omega_{180} \) defined by a cut-off of the phase at -180°, the bandwidth phase \( \omega_{\phi_{phase}} \) using a +45° phase margin from \( \omega_{180} \) cutoff, and the variation of phase \( \Delta \phi_{2\omega_{180}} \) from -180° at the frequency \( 2 \cdot \omega_{180} \). Then, these 3 parameters are used to calculate the phase delay parameter \( \tau_p \), as defined on Fig. 9. The requirement for positioning \( \tau_p \) depending on \( \omega_{\phi_{phase}} \) is shown on the next figure: Fig. 10.
Fig. 10  Accuracy criterion: bandwidth / phase delay  

The Level 1 / Level 2 limit can be approximated by a vertical line at $\omega_{\text{phase}}=2\text{rad/sec}$ (red dotted line on Fig. 10). Indeed, the values of phase delay ($\tau_p$) seem to be mainly influenced by the natural system delays. The gains of the control laws seem to have negligible influence on its value [10], for stabilized systems at least.

2.6 Description of the procedure developed at ONERA

The first idea followed in order to establish a “direct method of tuning” was to use the sensitivities of gains to the criteria as design guidance for full linearized systems. A tool (CAST-HEL-AP: Computer Aided Setting and Tuning tool for Helicopters’ Autopilots) was developed at ONERA Salon de Provence for this purpose [10]. The advantage of this procedure is: the designer is not influenced by an optimization tool that could trap his design in a local optimum.

However, due to the non-linearity of the relationship between the gains and the HQ criteria, the sensitivity method can’t be efficiently applied if the initial set of gains doesn’t already insure the stability of the helicopter with a significant improvement of the overall FQ. This means that to be fully efficient with the sensitivity analysis toolbox (CAST-HEL-AP), there is a need to set up a process of gains initialization providing already fair handling qualities. This paper focuses on the establishment of the methodology to initialize the gains of a control law with FQ objectives.

The final full procedure focused by ONERA is summarized on Fig. 11.

The section 3 will focus on the explanation of the new linear initialization process (yellow part on the Fig. 11).

The section 4 will give an example of a complete design and evaluation, using the full procedure.

3. PROCESS FOR INITIALIZING GAINS OF CONTROL LAWS WITH FQ OBJECTIVES

As shown on Fig. 11, the idea is to create a process that will permit to initialize the gains of the control law, directly from a set of FQ criteria, specified at the beginning of the design studies. If the requirements chosen to be achieved are too restrictive, there is a risk of saturation from actuators. Then, the aim is to achieve sufficient levels of quality for the whole set of requirements, not to improve them more than needed.

The helicopter is complex (hard coupled system), the constraints from the control laws are hard (non-full state feedback) and the requirements from the standard are very specific (non-common). Therefore, it was decided to establish simplified models of the open loop and the closed loop system. As it is explained thereafter, these models can be used to help in establishing the initialization process.

The methodology is exposed through the example of the tuning of the ACAH control law for the roll axis. The criteria chosen as design objectives are those exposed in section 2.5 for the study of a 10T class helicopter, cargo-type, with UCE2-type and all other MTE-type requirements. As for an initialization process – with sufficient FQ requirements – the linear models will ignore actuator models and their saturations.
3.1 Analytical studies led to help establishing relationship between gains and FQ criteria

Each axis-control law is created for specific purposes, say for specific control of the axis. The main aim of a control law for one axis is not to control the other axes, which are stabilized thanks to their own axis-control laws (or by the pilot at least). Then, the work made for one axis can be re-used for the other axes. Thanks to these conditions, and due to the complexity of the system, we will consider the establishment of a simplified one-axis open loop (and closed loop) system.

3.1.1 Simplified one-axis open-loop model

The axis chosen to be studied here is the roll axis. The associated states are \((p, \phi)\). The main input used to pilot this axis is \(\delta_{lat}\). Then, from (1), let \(X_1, X_2, U_1\) and \(U_2\) be:

\[
\begin{align*}
U_1 &= \begin{bmatrix} \delta_{lat} \end{bmatrix}^T \quad U_2 = \begin{bmatrix} \delta_{rot}, \delta_{lat}, \delta_{ped} \end{bmatrix}^T \\
X_1 &= \begin{bmatrix} p, \phi \end{bmatrix}^T \\
X_2 &= \begin{bmatrix} u, v, w, q, r, \theta, \psi \end{bmatrix}^T
\end{align*}
\]

Then (3) can be written on another way using permuted matrices of \(A\) and \(B\), such that:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{X}_1 &= \begin{pmatrix} A_{11} & A_{12} \end{pmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} X_1 \end{bmatrix} + \begin{pmatrix} B_{11} & B_{12} \end{pmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} U_1 \end{bmatrix} \\
\dot{X}_2 &= \begin{pmatrix} A_{21} & A_{22} \end{pmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} X_2 \end{bmatrix} + \begin{pmatrix} B_{21} & B_{22} \end{pmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} U_2 \end{bmatrix}
\end{align*}
\]

(7) \(\dot{X}_1 = A_{11}X_1 + A_{12}X_2 + B_{11}U_1 + B_{12}U_2\)

(8) \(\dot{X}_2 = A_{21}X_1 + A_{22}X_2 + B_{21}U_1 + B_{22}U_2\)

Then, some hypotheses can be used for the establishment of our simplified models.

- **Hypothesis 1:** \(X_2 = 0\). During a roll change, the pilot or the other control laws take care of the stabilization of the other axes (vertical, pitch, yaw). We consider the associated states will only slightly vary from equilibrium, say zero.

- **Hypothesis 2:** \(U_2 = 0\). To pilot the roll axis, the mainly used input is the roll associated input. For an initialization of gains procedure, even if slight variations of the other inputs are needed to compensate couplings, we consider that the other inputs do not vary from initial equilibrium, say zero.

Applying these two hypotheses on (7) imply:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{X}_1 &= A_{11}X_1 + B_{11}U_1 \\
\dot{X}_2 &= A_{21}X_1 + B_{21}U_1
\end{align*}
\]

- **Hypothesis 3:** \(\dot{\phi} = p\). The derivative of the roll angle is approximated to the roll rate (true while in pure lateral flight, and this fits with the conditions of the associated evaluations of ADS33 requirements).

Applying this new hypothesis, using the definitions from (6) and using sensitivities \(L_p = \partial(p)/\partial(p), L_{\phi} = \partial(p)/\partial(\phi), L_{\delta_{lat}} = \partial(p)/\partial(\delta_{lat})\), (9) becomes:

\[
\dot{p} = L_p \cdot p + L_{\phi} \cdot \phi + L_{\delta_{lat}} \cdot \delta_{lat}
\]

- **Hypothesis 4:** \(L_{\phi} = 0\). The dynamic between the roll angle and the derivative of the roll rate is neglected (negligible value compared with the other sensitivities: usually less than \(10^{-3}\%\)).

Applying this hypothesis on (10) implies:

\[
\dot{p} = L_p \cdot p + L_{\delta_{lat}} \cdot \delta_{lat}
\]

3.1.2 Simplified one-axis closed-loop model

Including the equation of the control law (4) into (11), we obtain:

\[
\dot{p} = L_p \cdot p + L_{\delta_{lat}} \cdot (K_p \cdot p + K_\phi \cdot (\phi - \phi_c) + K_{\delta_{lat}} \cdot (\phi - \phi_c))
\]

Using hypothesis 3 again, and applying Laplace transformations \((s\) is the Laplace variable here), this last equation can be written:

\[
\phi_s^2 = \hat{L}_p \cdot \phi_s + L_{\delta_{lat}} \cdot (\phi - \phi_c) + L_{\delta_{lat}} \cdot \frac{\phi - \phi_c}{s}
\]

(12) \(\phi_s^2 = \hat{L}_p \cdot \phi_s + L_{\delta_{lat}} \cdot K_p\)

(13) with:

\[
\begin{align*}
\hat{L}_p &= L_p + L_{\delta_{lat}} \cdot K_p \\
L_{\delta_{lat}} &= L_{\delta_{lat}} \cdot K_\phi
\end{align*}
\]

Then, the input/output transfer function is:

\[
\frac{\phi}{\phi_c} = \frac{-\left(L_{\delta_{lat}} \cdot s + L_{\delta_{lat}} \cdot s\right)}{s^3 - \hat{L}_p \cdot s^2 - L_{\delta_{lat}} \cdot s - L_{\delta_{lat}}}
\]

(14)

We obtain an order three model. By analogy to the usual natural modes of the rotorcraft, we choose to impose one real mode and two complex modes to the behaviour of the closed loop model. Then, (14) can be written with an equivalent transfer function:

\[
\frac{\phi}{\phi_c} = \frac{1 + \tau_2 \cdot s}{1 + \tau_1 \cdot s} \cdot \frac{\omega_n^2}{\omega_n^2 + 2 \zeta \cdot \omega_n \cdot s + \omega_n^2}
\]

(15) \(\zeta > 0, \tau_1 > 0, \tau_2 > 0, \zeta > 0\)
A relation between the parameters of the equivalent transfer function and the associated gains of the one-axis piloting assistance can be established (17).

\[
\begin{align*}
K_{\phi} &= -\frac{\omega_n^2}{2\omega_n \tau_l + \tau_1} \\
K_{\phi} &= -\frac{2\zeta \omega_n \tau_1}{L_{\text{lat}} + \tau_1} \\
K_p &= -\frac{L_p}{L_{\text{lat}}} \left(1 + \frac{2\zeta \omega_n \tau_1}{\tau_1 L_{\text{lat}}}ight)
\end{align*}
\]

(17)

Thanks to these developments, (17) is specifically very interesting. Indeed, if values of \(\omega_n\), \(\tau_1\) and \(\zeta\) can be chosen, the gains of the simplified model can be directly initialized with (17), using the sensitivity parameters \(L_p\) and \(L_{\text{lat}}\) from the model. Then, the idea is to choose the values of the parameters of the equivalent transfer function in order to satisfy sufficient FQ requirements. A tool can help in that purpose.

### 3.2 Development of a tool generating charts of FQ for simplified models of helicopters

This tool has the aim to help the designer in choosing values of the parameters of the simplified models such that the associated set of expected FQ are sufficiently good. The idea for this tool is to generate the criteria for a sweep of models such that the parameters used in (15) \((\omega_n, \tau_1\) and \(\zeta\)) are physically suitable. Then, the data can be used to generate charts of FQ. The designer can then use these charts to find associated values of \(\omega_n\), \(\tau_1\) and \(\zeta\) such that the expected FQ are those recommended by the standard. Then the equations from (17) permit the initialization of the gains. The first step is to establish a range of values of \(\omega_n\), \(\tau_1\) and \(\zeta\) physically suitable to the system. A quick overview on (15) can help in this. On the one hand, if \(\omega_n\), \(\tau_1\) or \(\zeta\) are almost equal to zero, the model (15) might change radically (risk of creation of a pure unstable integrator for example). Furthermore, the impact on the values of the gains (17) can be unacceptable (value of \(K_{\phi}\) can tend to infinity for example). On the other hand, because we are studying a physical and pilotable system, the maximum values of \(\omega_n\), \(\tau_1\) and \(\zeta\) can be empirically limited. Finally, one can choose to generate a set of models such as (15) with:

\[
\begin{align*}
0.1 < \omega_n < 3 \\
0.1 < \tau_1 < 3 \\
0.1 < \zeta < 1
\end{align*}
\]

(18)

Then, all criteria can be calculated for the whole set of models using fast linear simulations. Here is an example of an algorithm for generating charts of FQ:

- Choose a value for \(\zeta\) and a value for the amplitude of the attitude change \(\phi\) (necessary for attitude quickness calculations).
- For \(\omega_n\) from 0.1 to 3 and for \(\tau_1\) from 0.1 to 3 do:
  - Create the simplified transfer function (15) (using (16)).
  - Calculate the attitude quickness parameters using a linear attitude change simulation.
  - Calculate the bandwidth / phase delay parameters using a phase Bode diagram.
  - Calculate isopleths of attitude quickness and bandwidth / phase delay parameters.
  - Calculate isopleth of the approximated Level 1 / Level 2 limit for the attitude quickness criterion (Fig. 8 and equation (5)).
  - Calculate isopleth of the approximated Level 1 / Level 2 limit for the bandwidth / phase delay parameter (Fig. 10).
  - Plot the whole set of isopleths in a chart with \(\omega_n\) depending on \(\tau_1\).

### 3.3 Explanation of how to read a chart through an example

The Fig. 12 shows an example of a chart of FQ using the previous algorithm, choosing \(\zeta=0.35\) and \(\phi=20\)deg, for the roll axis. A model of natural delays is included in the calculations. A point on this figure is defined by specific values for \(\omega_n\) and \(\tau_1\). As \(\phi\) and \(\zeta\) are fixed, then a point defines a model such as (15). For each point, all criteria and interesting parameters are generated as explained in previous sections. Then, for each point on this figure, we have information on the behaviour of the simplified one-axis model of the helicopter, for the roll axis in this example.

The coloured lines plotted are isopleths of criteria and parameters of interest for this paper. For example, the red bold line represents all models possible to choose if we want to be sure that their performance in terms of quickness is at the LEVEL 1 / LEVEL 2 limit (as defined by the red dotted line on Fig. 8). This means that if we chose a point on this line, the associated parameters \(\zeta\), \(\omega_n\) and \(\tau_1\) and \(\phi\) generate a model (15) which insures to provide a quickness level verifying equation (5), for this case study (\(\phi\)).

The example for the red bold line is the same for the blue bold line: if we choose a model on this line, the associated parameters insure that the simplified model presents a sufficient LEVEL 1 quality with respect to the bandwidth criterion (as defined by the red dotted line on Fig. 10).
All the coloured lines follow the same rule. Red lines give information on quickness (isopleths of $Q$ parameter). Blue lines give information on bandwidth (isopleths of $\omega_{BW}$ parameter). Yellow lines are isopleths of the integral gain $K_\phi$ (used later in the communication). Black lines give information about the need on actuator energy during the attitude change simulation made to calculate the attitude quickness, using an energetic criterion (explained in next subsection). Then, for each point on this chart, a model and its associated FQ are generated and plotted (via isopleths).

One can choose a point on this kind of chart, depending on its FQ objectives. Then thanks to (17), one can calculate the associated gains that will permit to obtain sufficient FQ levels – for the simplified model at least. These gains can be used as initialization for the complete model.

The differences between the results of the chart and those obtained with full linear models are evaluated in the next sections so that the designer has information on the results he can trust in. The points on Fig. 12 will mainly be used for these evaluations.

### 3.4 Additional criterion for energy evaluation

During an attitude change simulation, an amount of energy is used from the actuators. In order to evaluate this amount of energy spent, a criterion can be used. We will check the energy used until the system will be considered as stabilized, so that the energy usage will be stabilized as well. We decided to consider that a system modelled such as (15) is stabilized once the values of the attitudes do not extend any more over a band of 10% of the final value.

The instant from when the system is stabilized is called settling time to 10%: $T_{Set10\%}$. To evaluate this settling time, the model (15) can be approximated by (19).

\[
\phi(t) = \frac{\omega_n^2}{s^2 + 2\zeta\omega_n s + \omega_n^2}
\]

The Fig. 13 shows a usual attitude change simulation generated with (15) in cyan, and its associated approximated attitude change simulation generated with (19) in blue. The time expression of the envelope of the time response of the model (19) to a step input $\phi_c$ can be approximated by (20) (red curve on Fig. 13).

\[
Env_{\phi}(t) = \phi_c \left( 1 - e^{-\zeta \omega_n t} \right) \sqrt{1 - \zeta^2}
\]
Finally, we can calculate the settling time to 10% of the final value:

\[
Ts_{10\%} \approx 2 \left(1 - \frac{\zeta}{\sqrt{1-\zeta^2}}\right) \frac{\omega_n}{\zeta} \quad (21)
\]

Thanks to all data generated, it is now possible to evaluate the amount of energy used during an attitude change simulation (Fig. 14) using the \( E \) criterion (applied to the roll axis):

\[
E = \int_0^{\text{Tr}_{\text{MAX}}} \min(\{\delta_{\text{lat}_{\text{MAX}}}, |\delta_{\text{lat}}(t)|\})^2 dt \quad (22)
\]

Isopleths of \( E \) have been plotted on Fig. 12. If \( E \) tends to 100%, this means the actuator saturates during the whole attitude change. Then the designer might look for minimizing its value. Later, a (realistic) filter will be used so that the first peak of the actuator usage can be highly reduced, with no significant loss on overall expected FQ. By the way, for more security about saturations due to windups, an anti-windup architecture could be used [11].

### 3.5 Evaluation of the chart

Many points of tuning have been chosen on Fig. 12 in order to check the reliabilities of the expected FQ. Full linear simulations (including natural system delays and actuator models) have been led in that purpose (using CAST-HEL-AP [10]). The results are summarized on Fig. 15, 16 & 17:

- red dots for the expected results with chart.
- blue stars for the obtained results with full linear simulations, using same gains.
- black, green and grey squares for full linear and nonlinear design led in section 4.

The points \( Q1, Q2 \) and \( Q3 \) have been chosen such that the expected bandwidth is at the Level 1 / Level 2 limit. The points \( W1, W2 \) and \( W3 \) have been chosen such that the expected quickness parameter is at \( Q=0.5 \). The points \( E1, E2, E3 \) and \( E4 \) have been chosen such that all expected criteria are at least at the Level 1 / Level 2 limits. Results are summarized in Tab. 2.

The quickness parameter is expected (simplified model) to be improved by 40% between \( Q1 \) and \( Q2 \) and by 29% between \( Q2 \) and \( Q3 \). The obtained results (full linear model) show that they are improved by 23% and 19%.
3.6 Advices for using the chart in order to initialize the gain tuning process with HQ objectives

In order to meet LEVEL 1 HQ, a designer might want to use a chart for his design. The first step is to choose the case study. Depending on this case study, the set point might be fixed, and, in order to meet sufficient LEVEL 1 stability, \( \zeta \) might be fixed to 0.35. Then, thanks to the algorithm, a chart can be generated. The Fig. 12 has been generated using the recommendations from the standard with \( \phi_c=20\text{deg} \) and \( \zeta=0.35 \).

In order to meet sufficient LEVEL 1 quality for bandwidth phase delay criterion, a point might be chosen on the blue bold line. However, if a point is chosen on this line, the associated quality for bandwidth parameter is expected to be improved by 22\% between \( W_1 \) and \( W_2 \) and by 34\% between \( W_2 \) and \( W_3 \). The full linear simulations show respectively an improvement of the bandwidth by 33\% and 55\%. Then, in each case, the sensitivity is verified.

It comes out from Tab. 2 that in each case, the overall FQ obtained with the full linear model are in an area near the expected FQ given by the chart. This result demonstrates that the gains generated by the charts are able to achieve the targeted FQ criteria.

As a consequence, the charts seem to be enough accurate to permit a fast and efficient initialization of the gains with multiple FQ objectives.

The bandwidth parameter is expected to be improved by 22\% between \( W_1 \) and \( W_2 \) and by 34\% between \( W_2 \) and \( W_3 \). The full linear simulations show respectively an improvement of the bandwidth by 33\% and 55\%. Then, in each case, the sensitivity is verified.

It comes out from Tab. 2 that in each case, the overall FQ obtained with the full linear model are in an area near the expected FQ given by the chart. This result demonstrates that the gains generated by the charts are able to achieve the targeted FQ criteria.

As a consequence, the charts seem to be enough accurate to permit a fast and efficient initialization of the gains with multiple FQ objectives.
attitude quickness is never at LEVEL 1 for this case study. None of these designs seem interesting to meet good overall FQ.

Then, the designer might choose a point on the red bold line. Indeed, all points on this line generate gains with which the expected quality for attitude quickness is sufficiently at LEVEL 1. Furthermore, the expected quality for bandwidth phase delay is at LEVEL 1 with a large expected margin. Then, if a designer chooses any point on this line, the overall expected FQ might be at LEVEL 1.

A question might appear then: if any point can be chosen on the red bold line (for example $E_1$, $E_2$, $E_3$ and $E_4$), which can be considered as the best? Indeed, the expected FQ objectives seem sufficiently good in all cases. Here, we suggest considering two additional criteria for the initialization procedure: an energy criterion (the energy usage criterion explained before) and a new uncoupling criterion.

The black isopleths on Fig. 12 already give indications on the expected amount of energy used for each design during the attitude change simulation done to generate the attitude quickness, as explained in section 3.4. We suggest minimizing this criterion (in order to minimize the risks associated with potential saturations). Then, in this case study, the left area of this chart might be avoided.

The last objective might be to minimize the coupling of the full system. Eventually, even if the model we established has been simplified for a one-axis study, the coupling of the system can be seen by this model as perturbations.

Indeed, the equations (7) and (8) can be seen schematically on Fig. 18, using a framework similar to the individual channel design [12]. In section 3.1, $U_2$ and $X_2$ have been neglected such as our model has been reduced to the red part of Fig. 18. However, these hypotheses are wrong. Then, we can see these coupling signals as perturbation $\delta_{pert}$ from the point of view of the one-axis control law. Then, if we wish to consider these couplings during the tuning process, (9) becomes:

$$\dot{X}_1 = A_{11}X_1 + B_{11}U_1 + \delta_{pert} \quad \text{with}$$

$$\delta_{pert} = \begin{bmatrix} \delta_p \\ \delta_\phi \end{bmatrix}$$

Then, using hypothesis (3), using Laplace transformations and considering $\phi_c = 0$, (26) and (27) become:

$$p \cdot s = L_p \cdot p + L_{\delta_{pert}} K_{11}(s) \phi + \delta_p \quad \text{and}$$

$$\phi \cdot s = p + \delta_\phi \quad \text{with}$$

$$K_{11}(s) = K_p \cdot s + K_\phi + \frac{K_{i\phi}}{s}$$

Fig. 18 Helicopter architecture with the usual ACAH control law
Finally, the new transfer functions between each one of the perturbations and $\phi$ are:

$$\frac{\phi}{\delta_p} = \frac{s}{s^3 - \hat{L}_p s^2 - L_{\delta_1} s - L_{\delta_{lat}} K_{i\phi}}$$

$$\frac{\phi}{\delta_{\phi}} = \frac{s}{s^3 - \hat{L}_p s^2 - L_{\delta_1} s - L_{\delta_{lat}} K_{i\phi}}$$

Then, thanks to the control law, the steady state error to step input like perturbations is zero. Indeed:

$$\varepsilon_{s} = \lim_{t \to \infty} \varphi(t) = \lim_{s \to 0} s \cdot \varphi(s) = 0$$

But the steady-state errors to ramp-like perturbations are respectively (using normalized amplitudes):

$$\varepsilon_{s\varphi_p} = \lim_{t \to \infty} \varphi(t) = \lim_{s \to 0} s \cdot \varphi(s) = -\frac{1}{L_{\delta_{lat}} K_{i\phi}}$$

$$\varepsilon_{s\varphi_{\phi}} = \lim_{t \to \infty} \varphi(t) = \lim_{s \to 0} s \cdot \varphi(s) = \frac{L_p}{L_{\delta_{lat}} K_{i\phi}}$$

The results from (34) and (35) are crucial for decoupling objectives. Indeed, as required by the standard, the tuning must be led by keeping in mind to uncouple the system as much as possible. Here, we can see that we tend to help in that uncoupling by increasing the value of the integral gain. That’s why the isopleths of $K_{i\phi}$ have been plotted on Fig. 12 (yellow lines). Here is the full procedure advised for an efficient initialization of the gain tuning process:

- Choose a case study in order to fix the FQ objectives as well as $\zeta$ and $\phi$.
- Generate the chart for this specific case study of the one axis control law.
- Find the area in which the expected attitude quickness and bandwidth phase delay criteria are both at LEVEL 1 (this should be near at least one of the two bold lines, red or blue on Fig. 12).
- Choose a point in this area, near at least one of these limits, by making a compromise between maximizing as much as possible the integral gain (for uncoupling) and minimizing as much as possible the energetic criterion during the one-axis attitude change simulation led.

4. APPLICATION AND EVALUATION OF THE FULL PROCEDURE

The initialization of gains procedure is applied to the full helicopter, for each axis. Then, an analysis is led for the roll axis only (without modifications of the gains on pitch and yaw). All results obtained during the analyses led for the roll axis in this section are summarized on Tab. 3. All FQ obtained in this section are represented on Fig. 15, 16 & 17: red dot $E_i$ (with $i=4$) for expected FQ from the chart, blue star $E_4$ for obtained FQ with same gains used on full linear model, black square $E_4''$ for the FQ obtained after modifying the gains on full linear model using local linear sensitivities, green square $E_4'''$ for the FQ obtained with the same gains used on the full non linear model, $E_4''''$ for the final FQ obtained on full non linear model after modifying the gains using local linear sensitivities. All these steps match with the full procedure explained by Fig. 11.

All FQ objectives are those explained in section 2.5, for the roll axis.

4.1 Initialization of the gains of the full linear model using charts

Here, we directly apply the initialization of gains procedure explained in section 3.6. We choose to tune the ACAH for the roll axis with LEVEL 1 FQ objectives. We fix: $\zeta=0.35$ and $\phi=20$deg. The chart on Fig. 12 has been generated with these conditions. A point on the red bold line generates gains with which all expected FQ are at least sufficiently in the LEVEL 1 area: we will choose a tuning on this line. A good compromise between reducing energy consumption (black isopleths of $E_u$ criterion) and increasing uncoupling (yellow isopleths of $K_{i\phi}$ criterion) can lead to choose the point $E_4$: red dot $E_4$ or $E_4''$ on Fig. 15, 16 & 17. The expected FQ and the associated gains are summarized on the first row of Tab. 3. The Fig. 15, 16 & 17 show that the overall expected FQ with the simplified model are quite well verified with the full linear model (blue star $E_4$). Indeed, the gains obtained with the chart have been implemented in CAST-HEL-AP [10] to evaluate the FQ (using exactly same conditions) with the full linear model: this includes model of actuators and natural system delay. The results are summarized in the second row of Tab. 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tab. 3 Summary of the results of the full tuning procedure: last three columns show the evolution of gains</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Full tuning procedure</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected FQ from chart and associated gains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obtained FQ with full linear model (same gains)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modifications of the gains using sensitivities (full linear model)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modified gains implemented on the full non-linear model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modifications of the gains on the full non-linear model</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The last column of Tab. 2 gives precisions about the gaps of results between the expected FQ with simplified model and the obtained FQ with full linear model. There is a gap of 6% between the results of quickness, 4% between the results of bandwidth and 14% between the results of stability. This confirms the overall obtained FQ with full linear model are in the area of the overall expected FQ by the chart.

4.2 Modification of the gains of the full linear model using linear sensitivities

The blue star E4 on Fig. 17 indicates a lack of stability for the full linear model with these gains. Using local linear sensitivity results [10], the derivative gain is increased in order to obtain LEVEL 1 stability for the associated slow mode. The results are summarized with the third row of Tab. 3 and with the black square E4′ on Fig. 15, 16 & 17.

Thanks to this modification, the overall expected FQ with full linear model are at LEVEL 1 for all criteria. In order to obtain these results, only the derivative gain has been increased by 10% only. Doing this, the quickness parameter has been decreased by 5%, the bandwidth has been increased by 4% and the stability has been increased by 14%.

All of this means that we have initialized the gains efficiently in one step thanks to the chart. The sensitivities results are used only to make slight adjustments at this step. Now, all expected FQ are all in LEVEL 1 area, with a good margin for the bandwidth (as it was already expected by the chart).

4.3 Evaluation of the differences of results between full linear models and full nonlinear models

Then these gains are used with full nonlinear models (including actuator model and natural system delay) to evaluate the overall FQ, using exactly same conditions: results are summarized with the fourth row of Tab. 3 and with green square E4″ on Fig. 15, 16 & 17.

As we can see, the quickness falls by 28% and the bandwidth falls by 47% (the stability is evaluated with full linear model, that’s why there is no modification on this criterion). The figures show that the bandwidth is still in the LEVEL 1 area. Only the quickness is in the LEVEL 2 area. However, the overall obtained FQ are still in an interesting area, as expected by linear results.

4.4 Modifications of the gains on the full nonlinear model using linear sensitivities results

The green square E4′′ on Fig. 17 indicates a lack of quickness for the full nonlinear model. Using local linear sensitivities results, the proportional gain is increased in order to obtain LEVEL 1 quickness. All results are summarized with the fifth row of Tab. 3 and with grey square E4″′ on Fig. 15, 16 & 17.

Then, by increasing the proportional gain by 33%, the quickness has been increased by 17%, the bandwidth has been increased by 22% and the stability (obtained with full linear model) by 22%. The overall expected FQ is at LEVEL 1.

4.5 Evaluation of the full direct process: comparison of expected results from charts with obtained results from full nonlinear model

The aim was to tune the gains of the control law of the helicopter in order to obtain LEVEL 1 expected HQ for the roll axis. More precisely, there were conditions on quickness, bandwidth and stability parameters. Some gains have been chosen for initialization. Then, in order to meet LEVEL 1 limits, the derivative gain has been increased by 10% and the proportional gain by 33%. During the tuning process, the quickness parameter has been increased by 2%, the bandwidth parameter has been decreased by 5% and the stability parameter has been increased by 22%.

Finally, with this “direct” procedure, the overall expected HQ has been set to LEVEL 1, in few steps, using the FQ requirements from ADS-33. Only slight adjustments have been necessary.

5. CONCLUSION

ONERA has been working for several years to the establishment of an efficient methodology of gain tuning for helicopter control laws with Handling Qualities objectives, from the early steps of gains design. In this paper, an example of the full procedure has been presented.

Thanks to the methodology developed, the use of Flying Qualities charts generated from an analytical study widely contributes to an efficient initialization of control law gains constrained by Flying Qualities requirements. Moreover, the physical basis of these charts insures not only the initialization of the gains, but also a correct sensitivity of the gains to the Flying Qualities criteria, as well as a good estimation of tuning points near the limits. A tool implementing all this methodology is currently in development at
ONERA Salon de Provence. This tool, CAST-HEL-AP – Computer Aided Setting and Tuning tool for Helicopter AutoPilots [10] – might efficiently help a designer in his task of gain tuning of specific control laws with Handling Qualities objectives. Simplified models, full linear models including models of actuators and its natural system delays, and full nonlinear models can be easily used to generate all necessary Flying Qualities at each step of the tuning process detailed on Fig. 11.

The next steps could be to use PycsHel (Fig. 19), a prototyping and simulation platform for helicopters, currently in development at ONERA Salon de Provence. Indeed, thanks to this platform, technologies such as control laws and associated operational logics can be implemented and tested easily. The gains of these control laws can be tuned using the methodology exposed in this paper. Once this is done, the gains can be implemented in the models (last step of Fig. 11) and they could be tested by pilots to evaluate the overall Handling Qualities of the aircraft with the specific gains designed.

Fig. 19 PycsHel: a prototyping and simulation platform for helicopters currently in development at ONERA Salon de Provence
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